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ABSTRACT

The Pioneer Robot 3-AT is a remote controlled vehicle with inbuilt sensors to feed back
information to the internal electronics. The purpose of the Pioneer Robot 3-AT is to be
an educational device to be used in classes where microcontroller technology is taught
to engineering students. This paper presents the steps taken to make the Pioneer Robot
3-AT a robust and stable platform. Once this is done further projects created with
separate microcontrollers can be added to the Pioneer Robot 3-AT. They will be
connected via an internal microcontroller network.
Software has been refined to allow the Pioneer Robot 3-AT to move in various
directions at different speeds. The distance from surrounding objects is provided by
feedback from sonar sensors. A new I/O distribution board has been manufactured to
replace the prototype board constructed in a previous thesis by Finbarr Doyle. A liquid
crystal display and keypad have been added for extra programmable functionality to an
angled panel mounted on the back of the Pioneer Robot 3-AT.
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TERMINOLOGY AND ACRONYMS
[*]
Decimal
Hexadecimal

=
=
=

Binary

=

NMIS/L-????

=

Word

=

I/O
OS
CMOS
EEPROM

=
=
=
=

TTL

=

LED
PCB
GNU
IC
M/C

=
=
=
=
=

Square brackets define a reference.
#
(eg : #542 means a decimal 542)
$
(eg . $8000 means hex 8000 = decimal
32,768)
%
(eg : %00010101 means binary 10101 =
decimal 21)
The letters ‘S’ and ‘L ‘ are exchangeable meaning
Short or Long. This defines the physical size of
the board and has no effect on the circuitry of
the board itself. The following four numbers
‘????’ define the board type.
Is the equivalent of a function or a command in
other programming languages.
Input / Output.
Operating System.
Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor.
Electronically Erasable Programmable Read Only
Memory.
Transistor-Transistor Logic (or 0 volt and 5 volt
used as binary signals).
Light Emitting Diode.
Printed Circuit Board.
Gnu Is Not Unix (this is a recursive acronym)
Integrated Circuit.
Motor / Controller.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this project is to commission the Pioneer Robot 3-AT to a level of finish
whereby it can be used as an educational device in classes where microcontroller
technology is taught. The secondary purpose (once a stable platform has been
established) is to implement a communications system between the 68HC11
microcontroller and other microcontrollers to be mounted on the robot.

1.1 Background
In society today it is almost impossible to look in any direction without seeing some
sort of microcontrolled device. They are used in so many applications that we could
almost wonder how we would function without them. Microcontrollers control the
firing of the spark plugs and the injection of fuel into the cylinder heads of our cars.
They are the backbone of our mobile phones managing the screen and keypad and the
various wireless interfaces. They control traffic lights, movement of ailerons in aircraft,
microwaves, irrigation systems, industrial process plants; mining equipment such as
conveyor belts, rock crushers, drilling equipment etc; construction equipment like
graders, forklifts, excavators, cranes; and as many applications as the creative mind
wishes to invent. If you have some repetitive operation which does not require any
creative thought process it may be able to be controlled by a microcontroller and its
related machinery.
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There are many microcontrollers available on the market today. Some of the
manufacturers include Dallas, Elan, Epson, Holtek, NEC, Panasonic, Parallax and many
others. The microcontroller used in this thesis is the 68HC11 manufactured by
Freescale Semiconductor in Austin Texas. The 68HC11 (Also known as the 6811 or
HC11) has been chosen for the educational controller in this project because it outlines
the structures underpinning all microcontrollers today. It works in conjunction with a
programming environment (called Forth) whereby absolute beginners can achieve
industrial grade results in a relatively short time span.

Software has been refined to allow the Pioneer Robot 3-AT to move in various
directions at different speeds. Sonar sensor algorithms have been produced whereby
an array of distances from around the Pioneer Robot 3-AT can be read in millimeters in
real time. A new I/O distribution board has been manufactured to replace the
prototype board constructed in a previous thesis.

The Freescale 68HC11 in conjunction with the Forth language and the real time
compiler SwiftX is an excellent toolset for students. This is because it creates an
environment whereby the student is working almost directly with the 68HC11 chip
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itself rather than using previously constructed libraries of functions. No waiting for a
code compiler is necessary. This means that a command can be executed from the
computer screen, compiled on the fly and sent to the microcontroller. Using SwiftX is
like having a porthole to look into the heart of the microcontroller and see what is
going on in real time.

A microcontroller could be programmed by just about any language as long as there
was a compiler built to convert the commands into the style of machine code the
processor understands. Currently C is one of the dominant languages used today. The
Forth language used in this project is nowhere near as common as C but is far easier to
teach and learn. Further comparisons between Forth and C style languages can be
found online. [1]

1.2 History of the Pioneer Robot 3-AT
The Pioneer Robot 3-AT was developed by MobileRobots Inc. (formerly ActivMedia
Robotics) in Amherst, New Hampshire USA. The company was founded in 1995 and
mainly supplied educational institutions for the purpose of teaching robotics and also
supplied businesses with autonomous robotic security systems. Adept Technology
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then acquired MobileRobots Inc. on the 14th of June 2010. A large majority of Adept’s
robots are used in the packaging industry. [2]

1.3 Hardware overview
The Pioneer Robot 3-AT has a powder coated aluminum chassis with four drive motors,
a 68HC11 microcontroller, an I/O distribution board, a power distribution board, three
batteries, sonar control boards and a gripper control board mounted internally.
Mounted on the front is a pair of grippers (a simplified robot hand) which moves up
and down on a single axis. The rear end has a bumper bar which senses collisions. The
sixteen gold colored circular disks on the chassis are sonar sensors which can be used
to detect distance. The four drive wheels are inflated pneumatically.
The Pioneer Robot 3-AT can take a payload of up to 12kg and is capable of speeds up
to 8 meters per second (28kph). A detailed specification sheet can be found in the
appendix folder Pioneer_A_009_Data_Sheets.
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Figure 1 : Pioneer Robot 3-AT (At the start of the Thesis)

1.4

Hardware alterations

Originally fitted with a Linux computer system, the Pioneer Robot 3-AT has been
altered to suit the teaching environment of Murdoch University’s ICSE (Industrial
Computer Systems Engineering) degree. The original implementation (using a standard
computer motherboard) was developed with higher level programming languages in
mind and was aimed at being an educational tool which someone undertaking a
computer science degree would use.
Engineering using microcontrollers is slightly different in that operations are done
closer to the microchip level with no intermediate operating system. By bypassing the
operating system (ie Microsoft Windows, Mac OSX or Linux) and directly writing to the
microcontroller, we have more control of the memory registers and we are not reliant
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on the OS handling timing operations; thus creating a truly deterministic environment.
The alteration involved removing the original computer motherboard and hard drive
from the system and replacing it with a 68HC11 microcontroller. The 68HC11
microcontroller has been attached to the various I/O devices through an I/O
distribution board which had to be designed and manufactured.

1.5

68HC11 Microcontroller

Freescale Semiconductor is a sub company created by Motorola. The company head
quarters are found in Austin, Texas. Originally Motorola produced the 68HC11 in 1985
and it was the first of its kind to have a CMOS EEPROM (CMOS is the microchip
construction method and EEPROM means that you can electronically erase the chip
and write information to it). The 68HC11 is an 8-bit microcontroller with 5 ports
labeled A through E. The next version is the 68HC12 which is a 16-bit implementation
of the 68HC11.

1.6

Forth and SwiftX

The Forth programming environment and language were developed for the purpose of
instrument control, least squares curve fitting [3] and data acquisition at the National
Radio Astronomy Observatory-(NRAO) [4] and Kitt Peak observatory in Arizona. In 1977
it became a formal coding language with the introduction of the Forth-77 standard [5].
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SwiftX was created by the developers at Forth.com and is the implementation of the
Forth programming environment in Microsoft Windows. Forth has a large advantage
on other programming languages in that there is no compilation time required. Each
Word developed can be tested as it is created. The environment also allows for
Assembler code to be embedded in the Forth code and tested immediately. At this
level individual clock cycles can be accounted for if required.
Forth operates by inserting and removing numbers from a data stack which is in direct
conjunction with how program operations happen at the electrical level. All other
languages do the same thing underneath but the operation of the data stack is
normally hidden from the coder. Forth allows the user to encode the information in
the order that the computer needs it rather than the order in which most academic
institutions teach mathematics and computer science. Due to the Forth language
almost directly reflecting the operation of the logic circuits, there is no extra
knowledge needed to understand the specifics of a language like C. Forth can be
taught to a new coder in a fraction of the time of the more involved languages. Having
said this, the plethora of pre-made functions and libraries of other languages are not
as readily available in forth. Many have to be coded from scratch. The Forth
community on the web is also very limited although there are several sets of pre-made
forth libraries available for download. All the more complex tasks of other languages
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can be created using Forth, but the simplicity of Forth cannot be achieved using other
languages.
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1.7 Objectives
1. Commission the Pioneer Robot 3-AT by creating a robust and stable platform:
a. To teach microcontroller technology from; and
b. add separate microcontroller projects to via a communications network.
2. Create a communications method between the 68HC11 and other
microcontrollers.

1.8 Quick Start Guide
A

quick

start

guide

has

been

created

in

the

appendix

Pioneer_A_001_Quick_start_guide. It allows students to establish familiarity with the
Pioneer Robot 3-AT before reading this report in its entirety. The guide shows students
how to control the drive wheels, sonar sensors and grippers both from the PC terminal
or from the back panel mounted on the Pioneer Robot 3-AT.

1.9 Thesis structure
Chapter 2:

Gives an overview of the microcontroller board and its expansion cards.
It describes how the core of the Pioneer Robot 3-AT is assembled.

Chapter 3:

Describes the methods used to create the wireless serial connection.

Chapter 4:

Creates an understanding of the software environment and how it
works with the hardware.

Chapter 5:

Looks at the I/O (Input & Output) distribution board. It is roughly
equivalent to a communications centre, sending commands from the
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microcontroller out to the hardware and distributing information from
sensors back into the microcontroller.
Chapter 6:

Gives an overview of the legacy boards which were not removed.

Chapter 7:

Looks at the battery specifications.

Chapter 8:

Delves into the working of the quadrature card which reads position
information from the wheels.

Chapter 9:

Shows how the analogue to digital card operates.

Chapter 10:

Gives an overview of how the motor and quadrature system operates
together.

Chapter 11:

A brief description of the expansion card which handles an extra 32 bits
of input and 32 bits of output.

Chapter 12:

Describes each of the six extra ports located on the new I/O Distribution
board. These ports are available for future students to use.

Chapter 13:

Looks into the operation of the bumpers.

Chapter 14:

Gives detail on how the sonar system operates.

Chapter 15:

Gives detail on how the gripper system operates.

Chapter 16:

Looks into operation of the LCD and keypad.

Chapter 17:

Describes the back panel.

Chapter 18:

Explores some potential possibilities of how to build a communications
system between microcontrollers.
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Chapter 19:

Investigates more complex functionality of the Pioneer Robot 3-AT.

Chapter 20:

Summarises the project.
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2 68HC11 MICROCONTROLLER AND EXPANSION CARDS
The 68HC11 board chosen for the project is the NMIS-L-0021B available from
www.NewMicros.com.

Figure 2 : NMIS-L-0021B 68HC11 microcontroller card. [6]

The project board allows for other expansion boards to be attached in a neat stacking
arrangement. The connection bus between project boards is the long back connector
in the bottom left corner of Figure 2. NewMicros has named it the JEDStack connector.
An example of the NMIS-L-0021B with two expansion cards connected via the JEDStack
is shown in Figure 3.
The main power board provides a voltage regulator to drop the 12V down to 5V which
the 68HC11 can then use to power itself.
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2.1 Expansion cards
The JEDstack allows add-on boards to be joined above or below the NMIS-L-0021B in a
bus-style configuration. Each add-on board has a set of 16 jumpers shown on the right
hand side of the Figure 4.

Figure 3 : JEDStack system.
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Figure 4 : Board addressing in JEDStack.

These are used to specify the first memory location of the board. Each jumper
represents a binary digit. The standard address is hexadecimal $8000 although as
multiple boards are added they are set to different addresses so that they are not
conflicting with each other. For further detail on installing expansion cards see section
21.5.
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3 SERIAL COMMUNICATIONS
The 68HC11 communicates with SwiftX on the computer through serial
communication ports. For the purpose of operating with greater ease, a wireless
communication port is desirable due to the robot being a mobile entity. After reading
Brad

Churcher’s

thesis

(2011)

on

the

Differential

GPS

and

considering

recommendations from Andrew Leavy (a student writing his thesis on an add in
module for the Pioneer Robot 3-AT) it was decided to test the APC200 models from
Appcon Technologies.

Figure 5 : APC220-43 wireless kit with RS232 to TTL adaptor from elechouse.com [7]

3.1 Wireless transceivers
Appcon technologies [8] manufactures several different versions of wireless RS232
modules.

The

modules

for

this

thesis

were

purchased

through

http://www.elechouse.com. The APC220 RS232 transceivers are designed to work with
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microcontrollers using a standard known as RS232-TTL. TTL (Transistor-Transistor
Logic) means that the signal consists of 0 volts and 5 volts as the two defining voltages.
With the 0 volts representing binary ‘0’ and the 5 volts representing binary ‘1’. The
computers serial port and the 68HC11’s serial port have signal voltages of
approximately

8 V.

For the Appcon transceivers to talk to standard serial

communications ports a translation circuit needed to be implemented.

Figure 6 : Remote wireless and Max232 circuit on Pioneer Robot 3-AT.

To resolve the TTL voltage issue a MAX232 chip is used in the circuit shown in Figure 6.
The MAX232 chip converts RS232-TTL (0 V-5 V) to RS232 ( 8 V). To prove the concept,
local and remote test circuits were created using the MAX232 chip and breadboards
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(See Figure 6 and the electrical schematic in the data sheets folder in the appendix RS232_to_TTL-2.pdf). Once the reliability of the circuit was validated a neater PCB
version of the circuit (Figure 7) was ordered from elechouse.com. [9].

Figure 7 : Wrobot RS232 to RS232TTL converter [10]

3.2

RS232 issues and resolutions

Initial testing of the APC200a wireless modules proved to be unsuccessful. The
documentations said that the modules are configured through the software ‘RFMagic’.
RFMagic was not easy to find on the internet and there is no copy available from
Elechouse or Appcon. A copy was eventually acquired through a link on an internet
forum. The APC200a and the APC220a modules came with a USB to RS232-TTL
conversion chip. The drivers of which were also downloaded from a link on the
elechouse.com website. The drivers for the USB to TTL adaptor did not work properly
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so it was decided to directly connect to the serial port. As mentioned above, the

8V

signal from the computers RS232 port needed to be converted to 0-5 V for TTL
communications. Initially a circuit using transistors to do the voltage shifting was used.
This was fine for outbound signals going from 8 V RS232 to 0 V TTL, but inbound
signals did not work as there was no charge pump in the circuit to bring the 0-5 V TTL
signal back up to the standard

8 V RS232 signal. (See Figure 8).

Figure 8 : Test circuit - Transistor RS232 to TTL voltage shifter circuit.

After a conversation with Graeme Cole (academic supervisor) it was realized that the
68HC11 uses a MAX232 chip to do conversions from RS232 to TTL. Two MAX232 chips
were acquired from Jeff Laava and a circuit created to test the MAX232 chip. (Figure 6)
Initially the MAX232 circuit was tested by itself in a loopback configuration using
terminal.exe from MS Windows which proved successful. (See Figure 9)
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Figure 9 : MAX232 loopback test.

From here a second MAX232 circuit was wired up and put in conjunction with the
APC200a wireless modules. (See Figure 10). Thus the signal came from the computers
serial RS232 into the MAX232 chip and onto the TTL input of the first APC200a. The
signal was then transmitted wirelessly to the second APC200a module and looped back
through a MAX232 chip. From there it was transmitted back from the second to the
first APC200a and back into the computer’s com port.

Figure 10 : Wireless loop back test

The Terminal.exe program in conjunction with an oscilloscope was used to check the
loop back circuit. The circuit worked perfectly for small clusters of characters. As soon
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as streams of characters in short timeframes were sent, the APC200a modules memory
buffers were unable to cope. Testing of the download process to the 68HC11 with
SwiftX failed.
Upon checking the appcon.com.cn website it was found that the buffers on the
different modules are as follows:
APC200a

=

256 Bytes data buffer [11]

APC220

=

2*256 Bytes data buffer [12]

The APC200a modules were exchanged for APC220 modules. Streams of characters in
short time spans were sent and received in a terminal.exe loopback test without any
loss of characters. The success of this simpler test lead to testing the software
download from SwiftX to the 68HC11. The test worked flawlessly.

3.3 Final wireless RS232 modules
The final working RS232 wireless modules were mounted in a project box to make the
system easy to use. The module connecting to the PC can either be run on a 9 V
battery or 240 V AC mains power. A switch to choose between battery and mains
input is located on the faceplate. To insert the 9 V battery the four faceplate screws
must be removed and the battery connected to the terminal inside. A voltage
regulator circuit (using a TL780X series chip) was constructed to drop the various input
voltages to 5 V for the wireless circuit. The TL780 voltage regulator can have an input
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voltage from 7 V to 25 V. A small hole has been drilled into the side of the box and a
red LED (Light Emitting Diode) from the MAX232 board can be seen when the power is
on (See Figure 13).

<+ 25 v
DC

100μF

TL780
I
O
C

+5 v
100μF

Figure 11: Circuit diagram - voltage regulator.

Figure 12 : Final R232 module internals with power convertor.
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Figure 13 : Final Rs232 wireless module assembled.

The remote wireless module on the Pioneer Robot 3-AT has been constructed without
the voltage regulator and battery. This is due to space restrictions and also the fact
that there is already a voltage regulation circuit in the Pioneer Robot 3-AT. The Input
voltage on the remote wireless module must be between 4.5 V to 5.5 V.
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Figure 14 : Transceiver in Pioneer - Components.

Figure 15 : Transceiver in Pioneer - Final LHS.
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Figure 16 : Transceiver in Pioneer - Final RHS cover off.
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4 SOFTWARE
By using Forth to access the 68HC11 memory registers a complex set of algorithms can
be created. Forth coding specifies that commands and functions are called Words. The
basic Forth Word set is called a dictionary. Each Forth Word in the base dictionary is
created in the Assembler language. More complex Words are made from combinations
of other Words (often called functions in other programming languages.) It could be
argued that a higher level language like C would be better to use in programming the
68HC11, but using Forth with embedded Assembler allows the student to understand
the underlying electronics of a microcontroller.
Languages like C are created from sub-languages like Assembler and Forth. If a person
is able to code in Assembler and Forth then they will have the fundamental building
blocks for creating a higher level language like C. From here an understanding of most
of the concepts in a language like C should not be an issue.

4.1 Software and hardware interaction
Human friendly names are assigned to memory locations. Memory locations are like
containers holding pieces of information. The pieces of information contained are
numerical. The numbers are physically represented by a row of switches in the
microcontroller chip (generally the switches are transistor based flip-flop circuits).
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Therefore eight switches would represent an eight bit binary number. Each digit of the
binary number can either be connected to an input, an output or used as a memory
storage location. From here Words are written which perform all the usual operations
on the numbers in the various memory locations e.g.: Arithmetic and Boolean
operations.

4.2 General code layout
The beginning of the code has a header giving overall details of the code itself.
Under the header is a list of all the useful Words that have specific tasks. After this
each section is denoted by START and END as shown below.
\ ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------\ -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- START –SEGMENT TITLE
: Word_definition

( from_stack – to_stack )

sub_procedure ;

\ Code description.

\ ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- END - SEGMENT TITLE
\ ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Overall the code has this general format:
1. The Usercode.f file is executed containing many Words from the main
code file code_perm.f.
2. The various add on boards are initialized.
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3. The heartbeat task is created which causes the red LED on the I/O
distribution board and back panel to flash. This signifies that the 68HC11
core is operational. If it stops then there is an error.
4. All the main functions of the Pioneer Robot 3-AT have been setup to run
as background tasks. For example the sonars, the wheels and the
grippers all have their own task.
5. The task_master task controls all the other tasks except for the heartbeat.

4.3 Base Words (functions)
For more information on how Forth code is structured please see reference [13].
However a brief description of how a Word is defined is shown below:
: test_word

( from_stack – to_stack )

1+ ;

The Word name is test_word The stack diagram ( from_stack – to_stack ) is explained in
section 4.4. The combination of ( from_stack – to_stack ) 1 + means that a number is taken
from the stack; 1 is added to that number and the resultant is sent back to the top of
the stack. The full-colon and semi-colon define the start and end of the Word
definition.
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4.4 The stack diagram
All Words are defined by the stack diagram drawn in text as ( -- ) . Anything to the left
of the ‘ – ‘ is taken from the stack and anything to the right of the ‘ – ‘ is placed back on
the stack.
An example from the code is :
: speed1 ( n1 n2 n3 -- n4 ) 4095 100 u*/ motor1 ;

The stack diagram here is ‘( n1 n2 n3 -- n4 ) ‘ and shows that 3 numbers are taken from
the stack ‘ n1 n2 n3 ‘ an operation is done ‘ – ‘ and a number ‘ n4 ‘ is left on the stack.
The Word is denoted as ‘ speed1 ‘.
In the following explanations the Word has either been shown in the format
speed1 ( n1 n2 n3 -- n4 )

or
( n1 n2 n3 -- n4 ) speed1

And both are exchangeable as the stack diagram is commented out with parenthesis. ()
All the base Words are listed at the top of the code_perm.f file.
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5 I/O DISTRIBUTION BOARD
The I/O distribution board takes the inputs and outputs from the microcontroller and
its expansion boards and interfaces it with the hardware of the Pioneer Robot 3-AT. To
allow for higher voltages and currents at various output points Darlington array chips
(ULN2803A) have been implemented. A Darlington chip operates somewhat like a
relay in that a small current operates a switch that can handle a large current. It also
provides isolation between the 68HC11 and the switched circuit. Thus if a higher
current or voltage is created at those points the Darlington chip will be damaged and
not the microcontroller or expansion board. To aid in fault tolerance the Darlington
chip has been seated in a socket and not directly soldered to the board. Thus damaged
Darlington chips can easily be removed without using a soldering iron.
Two LED’s have been added to the distribution board. One red LED indicates that the
68HC11 software is running on the microcontroller (Known as the heartbeat task LED.)
The other green LED is spare and can be used to generate an error code or for general
testing.

5.1 Prototype board
The initial prototype I/O distribution board (Figure 17 and Figure 18) was created by
Finbarr Doyle (2010) in his thesis. Finbarr used the ‘track style’ project board available
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from most electronics retailers. However the large amount of I/O meant that many
extra cross wires had to be used to complete circuits (Figure 18). Using the project
boards is good for an initial prototype but can be susceptible to wires and solder points
failing due to its inherent fragility. To create a more rugged and professional I/O
distribution board a PCB (Printer Circuit Board) implementation is needed.

Figure 17 : Finbarr’s prototype I/O Distribution Board Schematic [14].
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Figure 18 : Prototype I/O Distribution board by Finbarr Doyle. [15]

5.2 PCB implementation
Spare unused ports from the NMIS-L-3000 board and the 68HC11 needed to be made
available for future students to use. Therefore two more Darlington chips (ULN2803A)
were added for output ports. One wired to port-H of the NMIS-L-3000 32 I/O card. The
other wired to port-A of the 68HC11.
NMIS-L-3000 32 I/O card input port-C and port-D were also made available via input
pins. The analogue input port-E on the 68HC11 has also been made available through
input pins.
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5.2.1 PCB design software
Before designing a PCB it was first necessary to evaluate the possible design tools. The
first piece of PCB design software tested was from a company in the USA called
ExpressPCB. It allowed for design of the PCB by placing tracks on the board at different
layers and then submitting them to automatic quoting via the internet. However the
software did not allow for creating the PCB from a schematic circuit design and the
design could only be opened with the ExpressPCB software. Thus if a change of
manufacturer is needed in the future, the design would have to be recreated.
The second piece of software trialed was ‘PCB Designer’ which was very simplistic and
easy to use but also lacked the circuit schematic ability and advanced features needed
to send files to various manufacturers.
After speaking to several PCB manufacturers it was found that most of them could take
an Eagle or Gerber file format. Eagle software [16] is available for MSWindows, Linux
and Macintosh and has a freeware version. The freeware version is limited to creating
PCBs of 100 x 80 mm (4 x 3.2 inches). Only two signal layers can be used (Top and
Bottom) and the schematic editor can only create one sheet. [16]
The current I/O distribution prototype board has an approximate size 187 x 160
(7.362” X 6.2992” = 4.64sq inches) and therefore the freeware version could not be
used. Another industry recommended piece of software is Altium available from
www.altium.com but only has a free trial of the software.
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Before looking into purchasing the appropriate package a search was conducted for
open source software. A product by the name of Kicad [17] was found. Upon having a
closer look it was realized that:
1. Kicad has no limitations
2. The source code is available under the GNU public software license.
3. Kicad runs on MSWindows, Linux and Mac OSX platforms.
4. Output of Gerber file types is possible.
5. Designs can be made as a schematic first and then the software allows
translation to the PCB.
6. Auto track routing is available.
7. Connectivity tests at the schematic and PCB level are possible.
As with many pieces of open source software there are some parts of Kicad
which do not function smoothly, but on the whole it is a stable and usable
package. Figure 19 and Figure 20 show the schematic and the PCB designs
produced for the I/O distribution board V1.1 in Kicad. Full size drawings can
be found in appendix Pioneer_A_001_Drawings.
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Figure 19 : I/O Distribution board V1.1 Schematic.
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Figure 20: I/O Distribution board V1.1 PCB.

The general procedure for creating a PCB in Kicad is:
1. Create the schematic in the schematic editor (Eeschema software
component).
2. Assign footprint shapes to the components used in the schematic (CvPcb
software component).
3. The component footprints are then imported into the PCB program
component (PcbNew). The PCB outline is drawn and the components are
placed as desired. The pins of the component are connected via straight
lines, thus giving a guideline on which pins to connect. The software will
only allow pins that are connected in the schematic to be connected in the
PCB drawing.
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4. Manually route the PCB tracks between pins.
5. Export the various layers as Gerber files and upload them to the
manufacturer.

5.2.2 PCB manufacturing companies
Several PCB manufacturing companies were contacted within Australia including :
http://pcbfast.com/ based in Melbourne;
http://www.imppc.com.au in Cavan South Australia; and
http://www.printnetch.com.au/ in Balcatta Western Australia.
All of these manufacturers quoted in excess of $AUD300.00 for a single prototype board.

5.2.3 BatchPCB.com
By recommendation from another Murdoch student, batchpcb.com had been found
reasonable for prototype PCB’s. BatchPCB has been setup to allow for cheap prototype
boards to be made by grouping several clients’ orders together in a batch before
executing the order. Once enough customers have uploaded enough PCB designs to fill a
minimum order size the order gets sent to a manufacturing plant in China. The orders
are then individually packaged and directly shipped to the customer. The batch
processing method greatly reduces the overall cost per PCB.
BatchPCB allows a customer to upload standard Gerber format milling machine files to
its web site. The web site has software to check the general integrity of the files. The I/O
Distribution board designs for the Pioneer robot were uploaded, manufactured and
delivered successfully. The turnaround time from design submission to delivery is
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approximately three and a half weeks.

5.3 PCB V1.0
The first version of the PCB was manufactured almost perfectly. All connections were
tested and they worked as the Kicad design had been drawn. The board was delivered
without components soldered as seen in Figure 21 and Figure 22 below.

Figure 21 : Finished PCB - Front.

Figure 22 : Finished PCB - Rear.
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1. Once the board was received a continuity check was performed on all
tracks before proceeding to soldering the components to the board.
Below is the track check list.
Checked
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Part Checked
Issues
GND_5v_12v
Sonar1
Echo_PA0 to the 68hc11
Sonar2
68HC11
Echo_PA0
Gripper_mechanism1
Bumper_Multiplexer1
Io_card_inputs
DAC_1
LED_red
LED_green
32in_portD1
32in_portC1
U1,2,3,4
32out_portG1
32out_portH1
68HC11_portE1
68HC11_portA1
Io_card_ouputs1
Motor_control_board1
Table 1 : PCB continuity check with no components.

Parts were purchased from www.altronics.com.au and initially soldered to the board
by Jeff Laava.
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Figure 23 : PCB_V1.0 front - Parts soldered. Note: Extra red wiring
addresses faults described in the subsequent text.

Figure 24 : PCB_V1.0 rear - Parts soldered. Note: Extra yellow wiring
addresses faults described in the subsequent text
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Figure 25 : PCB_V1.0 installed in the Pioneer.

The initial design had several faults with it. The faults included pins and sockets being
mirror images of what they should have been. This was because the original schematic
varied somewhat in its pin configurations. Figure 25 shows the first version of the PCB
installed in the Pioneer Robot 3-AT. The faults on the board had been rectified apart
from the Darlington chip holder U3 which did not work. In trying to rectify the issue
with the chip holder the PCB tracks became damaged from overheating. Experienced
soldering skills were required which meant soldering work was left to Jeff Laava. Figure
23 and Figure 24 show modifications made to the board to resolve issues. The red
wires in Figure 23 were to provide power and ground to the Darlington chips and the
yellow wires in Figure 24 were used to rectify incorrectly routed tracks.
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5.4

PCB V1.1

The next version of the PCB was manufactured to an excellent finish. Although it took
several tries to get the design uploaded which consequentially caused some payment
issues. The design upload problems were due to data being lost in the upload. Section
14.3 describes the yellow wiring shown in Figure 29.

Figure 26 : PCB v1.1 - top view.
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Figure 27 : PCB v1.1 - bottom view.

Figure 28 : PCB v1.1 – with soldered components.
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Figure 29 : PCB v.1.1 Yellow wiring.

5.4.1 Track thickness websites
A major point which was missed in V1.0 was the maximum current capacity of the
tracks on the output side of the Darlington chips. The usual way to find the maximum
current capacity for a given track is to find the cross sectional area of the track at its
narrowest point and multiply it by a constant which gives for the maximum breakdown
temperature for the conductor. There is also a factoring amount for the power
dissipated due to the overall length of the track but it is usually negligible in short track
lengths. There are many pre-made track width calculation web sites available on the
internet. The ones used for this project were:
http://circuitcalculator.com/wordpress/2006/01/31/pcb-trace-width-calculator/ and
http://www.pcbco.com.au/tracecalc.html.
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The two calculators based on the standards IPC 2221 (ANSI / IPC-D-275). BatchPCB had
specified a minimum track width of 0.2032 mm (8 mil). According to the sites above
the following results were found:

Figure 30 : Track Calc 01 [18]

http://www.pcbco.com.au/tracecalc.html
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Figure 31 : Track Calc 02. [19]

Taking the most conservative calculation the 0.2032mm (8 mil) tracks will be able to handle up to 753
mA.
( Further information about calculations found at http://www.pcbco.com.au/trackcurrents.html)

Each Darlington chip has a maximum throughput of 500 mA per channel but the overall chip
has a maximum capacity of 2.5 Amp. Thus the ground pin of the combined three Darlington
chips is 3 * 2.5 Amp = 7.5 Amp. Using the calculators again we see that a 7.5 Amp track needs
to be 4.953 mm (195 mil). For the 2.5 Amp tracks 1.067 mm (42.0 mil) . To make the PCB
easier to follow whilst designing, all the ground and power buses have been stepped up to
1.067 mm (42.0 mil) .
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Figure 32 : Track Calc 03 01 [18]

Figure 33 : Track Calc 04 01 [18]
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Figure 34 : Track Calc 05 . [19]
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5.4.2 PCB V1.1 completed tasks
Below is a list of all the alterations and upgrades which were completed in V1.1 of the
board.
No.

2

Description
Increase width of return GND track 5 mm (197mil) to take a max of 7.5 Amps from
the Darlington chips.
Added ECHO_PA0 track.

3

Added “Board Design by Dion Patelis and Finbarr Doyle to PCB silkscreen.”

4

Fixed standard placement of Pin1 designation on silk screen.

5

Fixed general labeling on silk screen.

6

Changed DAC plug to a 14 pin plug (currently 16 pin).

7

Rotated DAC by 1800.

8

Rotated Sonar1 plug by 1800.

9

Rotated Sonar2 plug by 1800.

10

DAC card changed to 7 x 2 pin plug.

11

15

Rotated 68HC11 plug by 1800.
Moved 68HC11 plug down by 80mm and swapped it’s position with the Sonar1
plug.
Moved the Bumper Multiplexer plug up by 32mm.
Put jumpers on LED’s So they could be turned off and the output used for
something else.
Moved I/O_card_input1 up by 22mm and I/O_card_output 2mm above it.

16

Thickened up tracks on inputs to Darlington.

17

Jumpers to cut off the motors for troubleshooting later issues.

18

Single direction (ie can only be attached one way) power plugs used.

19

Changed Red LED to Port G3 on the I/O card. (formerly on port G5)

20

Mirrored the insertion of the Darlington chips.

21

Mirror bumper multiplexer.

22

Removed the Darlington from the 68HC11 PortE as it is an A/D input.

23

Rotated Bumper Multiplexer plug by 180 degrees

1

12
13
14

Table 2 : Modification list - I/O Distribution board.
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5.5

PCB V1.2

5.5.1 Current revisions already executed on the PCB V1.2 design include
1. Making sure all labeling is not covered by components.
2. ECHO_PA0 and S2_ECHO pins were inverted to make the sonar order
work correctly and rectify download issues caused by these 2 pins being
incorrectly wired.

5.5.2 Revisions to potentially be added to PCB V1.2
1. Modify all I/O pins so that all pin plugs are ordered 0 to 7 from left to
right rather than haphazardly.
2. For future versions of the board, one possible addition would be to add
in analogue SSR’s to port E as isolation for the analogue input ports
3. Possibly put hex inverter chips (SN7404N) on the digital input ports C and
D to protect the inputs from over-voltage damage.
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6 LEGACY BOARDS

Figure 35: Top; Motor Controller board, - Below; P2 Battery Board

The legacy boards consist of the M/C (Motor Controller) board and the P2 Battery
Board (Figure 35). The four large heat sinks are attached to mosfets which form a Hbridge circuit to control the polarity of power to the drive motors. The voltage control
for motor speed is handled by this board but it is unsure whether the board controls
the voltage level by PWM or resistance control. As there is an understanding of how to
control the speed, it was decided that exact knowledge is not necessary as to the inner
workings of the motor speed control. The blue plugs in the top right hand corner of
Figure 35 conduct the square wave signals from the quadrature readers on the drive
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motors to the hex inverter integrated circuit (IC) below the blue plugs. Once the signal
passes through the hex inverter IC they go up the grey ribbon cable to the I/O
distribution board. The yellow and black wires in Figure 35 supply power to the gripper
motors. There is still some redundant circuitry on the board which was previously used
to connect the Linux PC mounted in the Pioneer Robot 3-AT.
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7 BATTERIES

Figure 36 : Lead Acid Battery

The Pioneer Robot 3-AT is powered by three 12 V Panasonic valve regulated lead-acid
batteries in parallel. The Motor Controller board has circuitry to drop the voltage to 5
V for the microcontroller devices. The model number for the batteries is:
Model # LC-R127R2P ( 12v, 7.2Ah/20HR )
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8 NMIL-7052 QUADRATURE CARD

Figure 37: NMIL-7052 – Motion control quadrature card.

This NMIS-L-7052 is available in 1,2 or 4 channels. Each channel takes 2 pair of
quadrature signals (i.e. 4 square wave signals). The main IC is a LS7166 which is a 24 bit
quadrature counter and is highly configurable for many different situations. The IC can
be configured by sending different electrical pulses to the various legs. Essentially the
IC is then configured from the software by setting memory registers to different
patterns (numbers).
Once the LS7166 is initialized it will start reading the impulses from the quadrature
encoders and sending the results to memory registers on the 68HC11.
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8.1

Quadrature encoders

The quadrature encoders are made by Pittman and come as a single package attached
to the drive motors. An exact datasheet for the motors was unable to be found but
similar model data sheets are available.

8.2

Making the quadrature system work

8.2.1 Quadrature issue – M/C board
The quadrature expansion board was a bit troublesome in that it was not working from
the outset and took a lot longer than anticipated to diagnose. With the existing
software there was no quadrature reading when first run. Upon further investigation it
was realised that there was no quadrature signal getting to the NMIL-7052 quadrature
board
Figure 38 and Figure 39 show the oscilloscope output when connected directly to the
encoders. These results proved that the encoders themselves were operating
correctly.
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Figure 38: Quadrature LHS scope

Figure 39: Quadrature RHS scope

The quadrature encoders are linked through several boards to the 68HC11. Firstly the
signal is passed to the M/C board and then up to the I/O distribution board. From
there it connects to the 68HC11. By starting back at the encoders themselves and
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testing every point towards the 68HC11 with the oscilloscope it was found that the
robot’s right hand side quadrature signal was stopping at the Hex inverter chip
(SN7404N) on the M/C board (Figure 35). The Hex Inverter chip (SN7404N) takes the
input leg value and inverts it to the opposite. For example if the input is low then the
output will be high.
The chip was seated in a chip holder and three replacement chips could be tested. The
error was recurrent with all 3 SN7404N chips. From here the I/O was tested on one
chip to make sure it was working as the data sheet specifies. This was done by
powering the Hex Inverter chip (SN7404N) and applying 5v to the legs individually and
checking the outputs. The chip tested was found to be good and proved the error
could only be from the M/C board. After de-soldering the chip caddy, checking the
tracks and re-soldering the chip caddy the issue was partially fixed.

8.2.2 Quadrature issue – Signal interference
The signal now made it to the quadrature board but was still noisy. Tests were being
conducted by turning the wheels by hand. This action rotated both the quadrature
encoders and the motors. It was suggested by Graeme Cole that the motors were
probably acting like generators and pulsing the system with electrical current. At this
point the motor connections were removed from the motor controller board and
retested. The signal was perfect once again. From here it was concluded that the signal
would probably be clean when the motors were powered rather than manually
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rotated. Powering the motors and checking the quadrature signal at NMIL-7052 board
proved successful.

8.2.3 Quadrature issue – JEDStack pin
Later intermittent issues were encountered with the signal dropping out regularly. It
was found that the underside JEDstack pins on the NMIL-7052 were not protruding far
enough to create a consistent connection. This was resolved by replacing the NMIS-L7052 with another board.

8.2.4 Quadrature issue – Short circuit
At a later date a short circuit was created whilst testing the new I/O Distribution board
damaging the working quadrature board. The damaged board was swapped back to
the first board with the same JEDstack issue as mentioned in 8.2.3. To reinstate the
connection Jeff Laava lowered the JEDstack making the pins protrude further into the
JEDstack on the board below. It was a difficult task as all of the JEDStack pins had to be
heated simultaneously for it to be removed. The issue was partially resolved, but with
the new issue of one quadrature signal reading at approximately th the speed of the
other quadrature signal. A third new NMIS-L-7052 was ordered from NewMicros.com.
The second board had been procured from the inverted pendulum project. The
inverted pendulum project makes part of the engineering unit ENG306 run in second
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semester. Because the inverted pendulum project only needs one working quadrature
signal, the board did not need to be replaced.

8.2.5 Quadrature issue - JEDStack pin resolder
The new quadrature card arrived and was inserted into the project. It did not work
initially. The second card was inserted to test that it was still working with the th
speed read issue. It did not work now and after much deliberation it was found that
the line
NON-QUAD

X1-CONTROL C!

had been commented out. This line forms part of the quadrature initalisation code and
once re-added made the board function correctly. After a very lengthy set of trouble
shooting procedures the Pioneer Robot 3-AT finally had a quadrature signal from both
its encoders.
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9 NMIS-L-4001 4 CHANNEL 12 BIT DIGITAL TO ANALOGUE CARD
The NMIS-L-4001 card converts a 12 bit digital number into an analogue voltage with a
resolution of 4096 voltage points (i.e. 212 = 4096). The analogue voltage in turn is sent
to the motors driving the wheels. For installation details refer to the section 21.5. The
output resolution is 12bit therefore it occupies most of the 2 byte memory registers
for each analogue output.

Figure 40: NMIS-L-4001 4 Channel digital to a0nalogue Card. [20]

The analogue output voltage transmitted by the card is sent to the M/C board and the
M/C board handles the actual output to the motors. The direction of the motors is
controlled by port F on the NMIL-3000 32 In 32 OUT card which will be described later
in section 11.
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9.1

Issues encountered with the D/A card

There were no issues encountered with this card.
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10 DRIVE MOTORS AND QUADRATURE ENCODERS
Four Pittman LO-COG 12 V 9236 series motors are used to drive the Pioneer 3-AT. The
closest

datasheet

available

for

the

optical

encoder

is

GM9236S015-R1-

Pittman_motor.pdf found in the appendix Pioneer_A_009_Data_Sheets. Although the
version in the datasheet is for a 24 V motor instead of the 12 V motor it gives details
specifications. Two of the motors have an E203 series quadrature encoder attached.
The

closest

datasheet

e203_series_optical_encoder.pdf

available

for

also

the

found

optical
in

encoder
the

is

appendix

Pioneer_A_009_Data_Sheets.

10.1 Motor drive commands
The command list below gives all the current commands available for controlling the
drive motors.
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\

( -- )
( torque_1_to_100 -- )

sm
forward

( torque_1_to_100 -- )

back

( torque_1_to_100 -- )
rotate-acw
( torque_1_to_100 -- )
rotate-cw
( distance -- )
startmovingForward-1
( distance -- )
StartMovingback
( distance_in_mm torque_1_to_100 -- )
d_t_forward

Stop Motors.
Apply torque to create
forward
movement.
Apply torque to create
backward movement.
Rotate anti-clockwise.
Rotate clockwise.
Move forward a distance.
Move backward a distance.
Move backward a distance
and a torque.

( distance_in_mm torque_1_to_100 -- )
d_t_back
Move forward a distance and
a speed.
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\
\

( angle_in_degrees torque_30_to_100 -- )
angle_cw

\
\

( angle_in_degrees torque_30_to_100 -- )
angle_acw

Rotate a specific angle

10.2 Drive motor direction
Directional control of the motors is conducted by port F which controls a H-bridge on
the M/C board. The H-bridge circuit was created from 4 mosfets arranged so the
voltage polarities could be swapped. It has the same capabilities as a double pole
double throw relay except for the fact that the H-bridge is solid state.
In the code excerpt below the Words which make the individual ports turn on and off
relative to the switches in the H-bridge.
: move-back-l

%00000100 bytesetF

%00100000 byteclearF ;

: move-for-l

%00100000 bytesetF

%00000100 byteclearF ;

: move-back-r

%00001000 byteclearF %00010000 bytesetF ;

: move-for-r

%00001000 bytesetF

%00010000 byteclearF ;
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11 NMIS-L-3000 32 IN 32 OUT CARD
The NMIS-L-3000 expansion card adds another 32 digital output ports and another 32
digital input ports. The card is configured on the JEDStack address bus using section
21.5. Information on how to use the extra I/O ports from this card is covered in section
12.

Figure 41: NMIS-L-3000 32 In 32 OUT card
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12 EXTRA I/O PORTS
Extra I/O ports were added to the I/O distribution board for future students to add on
various outputs and inputs if required. They are labeled on the I/O distribution board
and take a standard 8 pin socket.
On the NMIS-L-3000 card input ports C and D have been made available as multi pin
plugs on the PCB. Output ports G and H are available and are also available as plugs.
For the 68HC11, input port E and output port A are available on the PCB as multi pin
plugs. Any port channels on the PCB board with an ‘X’ marked next to them are
unavailable because certain base functions of the robot will always use them. During
testing it was discovered that several of the output pins on the 68HC11 port A had
been damaged so the only available one is pin A6.
Figure 42 below shows the extended I/O made available to future students using the
Pioneer Robot 3-AT. Note that some of the input pins go from 0 to 7 and others from 7
to 0. The labeling is on the board, but is hidden by the keyed plugs. The labeling has
been rectified in the design for PCB_V1.2. For reference when working on PCB_V1.1
the

drawing

PCB_V1_1_physical_bw_just_silk_scr.pdf

in

appendix

Pioneer_A_001_Drawings can be referred to.
A power bus was created which supplies ground, 5 Volt and 12 Volt pins. There are two
power bus plugs on the back of the board and one plug on the front of the board.
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Figure 42 : I/O Pins for future expansion.

All the extra beige keyed plugs shown in Figure 42 needed a specific type of pin insert
and a special tool to connect the pin insert to the desired wire. The tool (Figure 43)
needed for crimping the metal pins (Figure 44) to the wires is pictured below and
Murdoch University had one available in the engineering tool set.
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Figure 43 : Pin inserts for extra I/O.

Figure 44 : Crimper needed for keyed PCB sockets.

12.1

Port E (68HC11) - Analogue to digital input (A/D)

All 8 pins of the A/D input are now functioning correctly. Specific pins can be chosen by
varying the bits in control register ADCTL (See appendix Pioneer_A_009_Data_Sheets\
68HC11_control_register_notes.pdf). The potentiometers on the back panel vary the
input voltage between 0 V and 5 V by using a voltage divider circuit created from the
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potentiometer itself. Using pages 492 to 495 and pages 635 to 636 of the
‘MicroController Technology’ textbook [21] various configurations from the code
below were created to test all 8 pins.
: adon

( -- )

$80 option c! ;

\ Turn A/D on.

: setup_ad

( -- )

%00100010 adctl c! ;

\ Setup Single or Multi channel and
\ Single scan vs continuous scan. This is
\ single channel and continuous scan.

: read_ad

( -- )

begin cr 500 ms adr1 c@ . adr2 c@ . adr3 c@ . adr4 c@ . key? until;
\ This shows the 4 readings it takes.

12.2 Port C and Port D (32 I/O Card) digital input
Note : The MAXIMUM input voltage input is 5 V.
The inputs at Port C and D are high impedance inputs. Therefore they sense voltage
levels even with miniscule amounts of current. Even though a 5 V wire may not be
touching a particular pin there will be a 5 V charge in the vicinity of the other pins. The
moisture in the air sometimes creates enough conductivity to make the other pins go
high even though the current may be minuscule. In order to counteract this
phenomenon the other pins need to be grounded when not in use. Or simpler still,
perform a bitwise AND operation on the particular pin to check whether it is high or
low. In the case of the Pioneer Robot 3-AT SPDT switches had to be used to ground any
given pin when not engaged in its high state.
To read either of the ports, the same types of Words have been created:
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: read

( -- )

$8083 c@ ;

: checkD

(bit_mask -- )

readD and ;

For example to read Pin 7 we would use the Word:
%10000000 checkD .

This should yield the result ‘10000000’ if the pin voltage is high and ‘0’ if the voltage is
low.

12.3 Port G (32 I/O Card) digital output
All pins on this port tested correctly.
The testing procedure was as follows.
From the 12 V onboard power source a resistor (500Ω) and an LED were
connected in series. The LED was then connected to each pin; one at a time.
The LED would flash using the following code:
: ggg

begin %11111111 bytesetG 1000 ms %11111111 byteclearG 1000 ms key? until ;

12.4 Port H (32 I/O Card) digital output
All pins on this port tested correctly. The testing procedure was as follows.
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From the 12 V onboard power source a resistor (500Ω) and LED were
connected in series. The LED was then connected to each pin one at a time. The
LED would flash using the following code:
: hhh begin %11111111 bytesetH 1000 ms %11111111 byteclearH 1000 ms key? until ;

12.5 Port A (68HC11) digital output
To test the pins on Port A a Word is sent to drive the pins high:
%11111111 porta c!

And then a Word is sent to check the pin status:
Porta c@ .which outputs %01110000 meaning that pins 4,5,6 are operational.

Another NMIS-L-0021B card was tested and different pins on port A were working. The
damage was possibly due to other students trying to drive high current loads from the
output pins. In the case of the NMIS-L-0021B there was no onboard Darlington style
buffer chip. Therefore if the pins were not firing, this meant that the actual pin outs on
the 68HC11 DIP chip were damaged.
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13 BUMPERS

Figure 45: Pioneer 3-AT Bumpers.

The bumpers are split into five sections, each with its own micro-switch. The microswitches are connected to either port A or B on the 32 I/O card NMIS-L-3000. At the
time of writing bumpers B and E need troubleshooting undertaken to diagnose
operation issues.
Table 3 below gives an indication of the input readings when each bumper section is
actuated. Bumper section B intermittently produces readings of the decimal numbers
20 and 14 which are not powers of 2. This may indicated a hardware error.
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Port

Bumper
(From left to right)

A

Input reading

Forth code

A

#64 or %1000 0000

%10000000 checkA

B

B

#30 or #14 or %1000 0000

%10000000 checkB

A

C

#16 or %10 0000

%00100000 checkA

A

D

#128 or %0100 0000

%01000000 checkA

?

E

0

%???????? checkA

Table 3: Bumper inputs.

The code below shows the Words ‘readA’ and ‘readB‘. These Words read the entire 8-bit
port back as one number. If we use the ‘checkA ‘ and ‘checkB ‘ Words a mask is used to
check if the individual bit is 0 or 1. (An understanding of binary numbers and logical
AND masks is needed for this operation.)

: readA

( -- n1 )

$8080 c@ ;

: checkA

( mask -- )

readA and ;

: readB

( -- n1 )

$8081 c@ ;

: checkB

( mask -- )

readB and ;
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14 SONAR SENSORS
The sonar sensors send out a sound pulse and wait for the reflection of the sound. The
time difference between sending and receiving allows for calculation of the distance.
The commands for running the sonar sensors when the switch on the back panel is set
to Wireless are:
( -- )

Sonarpulseoff

Sonar pulse off.

( -- )

Sonarpulseon

Sonar pulse on

These commands turn the interrupts on and off. When the switch on the back panel is
set to Manual the sonar switch on the back panel can be used to turn the sonar on and
off. The interrupts are written in assembler and this is where the switching between
the 16 sensors happens. Sonar sensor distance information is placed into a single line
array called sonar_array_16 every 500ms. These distances are stored in mm. To see the
distances use the command:
( -- )

loop_array_all_mm

Echo's the distance in mm
from the sonar sensor 16
cell array back to the
screen. Press any key to exit.
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Figure 46 : Sonar sensors

14.1 Sonar implementation
It had been found that the sonar sensor port numbers were not contiguous in terms of
real world positions on the Pioneer Robot 3-AT. The sonar sensors appeared to fire in a
haphazard order around the robot. This may be intentional as sonar sensors firing
contiguously next to each other could cross pollinate their pulses making sensors read
the rebound pulse from the sensor beside it. Of course the way to reduce the risk of
cross talk would be to fire the sensors furthest away from each other. The sensor firing
also alternated between back and front sensors.
To backward engineer the sonar order, the interrupt code was altered in the following
fashion:
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1. Remove the line “FrontSonar# inc” from the interrupt to stop it incrementing
through the sonar sensors.
2. In the interrupt replace the 2 instances of the variable “FrontSonar#” with a
number from 0 to 7 to specify a sensor.
3. Type FrontSonarOn or FrontSonarOff to engage the front sonar and only the
respective sensor will fire.
4. From the above testing a map of the sensors was created.

Figure 47 below shows a map of the sonar port number to a sonar position number.
The position number in sonar_array_16 starts from the right hand side and rotates in a
counter clockwise direction.
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Figure 47: Underlying sonar port numbers mapped to sonar_array_16.
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Sonar #

Binary

Decimal

0

000000

0

1

001000

8

2

010000

16

3

011000

24

4

100000

32

5

101000

40

6

110000

48

7

111000

56

Figure 48: Bit layout for sonar values.

Table 4 : Back Sensor values.

The front and back sonars were written to different bits within a byte. The front
sonars were written to bits 0,1 & 2 and the back sonars were written to bits 3,4 & 5 of
the memory location of the arrays ‘frontsonars’ and ‘backsonars’. The final readings were
then stored in the array ‘sonar_array_16 ‘ using the Words below:
: insert_Fmm

( -- )

make_columns_f $8 $0 do sonars_map
frontsonars @
#1000 swap #12121 u*/ swap
sonar_array_16 !loop drop ;

: insert_Bmm

( -- )

make_columns_b $10 $8 do sonars_map
backsonars @
#1000 swap #12121 u*/ swap
sonar_array_16 !loop drop ;
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The readings stored in the array at this point were the time of flight (TOF) readings.
The TOF reading is how long it takes for the sound pulse to go out and come back to
the Pioneer Robot 3-AT. In more detail this means that each sonar sensor has sent out
a sound pulse, the pulse has bounced off an object in the distance and come back to
the sonar sensor. The sensor changes from an output pulse device into a listening
device as soon as the pulse is sent. Because we know the speed of sound is around
330m/s (dependant on air temperature and humidity) we can calculate the distance an
object is from the sonar sensor with reasonable accuracy. If we wanted to increase the
accuracy we could add temperature and humidity sensors to the Pioneer Robot 3-AT.
This would allow for the speed of sound at different temperatures and humidity’s.
Calculations for the maximum possible calculated distance are below.

14.2 Sonar distances.
s

=

Clock tick of the 68HC11

=

2 Byte resolution of the sonar sensor.

330m/s

=

Approximate speed of sound at 00C in dry air. [22]

340m/s

=

Approximate speed of sound at 200C in dry air. [22]

=

Maximum TOF that resolution
can handle.
=

metres return trip of pulse.
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=

metre measurement maximum.

So 65535 needed to be scaled to 5.40672.
Below is a listing of the current sonar sensor Word set.
\

( -- )

sonarPulseOn

\

( -- )

sonarPulseOff

\

( -- )

testdetectR

Rear - Gives a numerical

\

readout depending on the

\

distance - 1 sensor

\

( -- )

testdetectF

Front - Gives a numerical

\

readout depending on the

\

distance - 1 sensor

\

( -- )

loop_array_all

Echo's the (TOF) Time of

\

flight from the sonar sensor

\

16 cell array back to the

\

screen. To get the TOF in

\

seconds multiply by 5E-7.

\

( -- )

loop_array_all_mm

Echoes the distance in mm

\

from the sonar sensor 16

\

cell array back to the

\

screen.
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\

( -- )

sonar_tof

Will put TOF values to

\

sonar_array_16 and give a

\

Display back to the screen.

\

( sensor_# -- TOF )

sonar_array_16

Find the mm from any sensor.

\

Sensor order being 0 to 15

\

starting from the front RHS

\

sensor and going anticlockwise.

14.3 Sonar issues
After the PCB_I/O_Distribution_board_V1.0 was installed it was discovered that there
were issues with the quadrature connections. Whilst trying to rectify the issue an
accidental connection to 12 V was made with the ground connection of the quadrature
board. This mishap occurred due to a lack of concentration and a connection to the 12
V pin instead of the ground pin on the motor controller plug. The 12 V pin was only a
couple of pins over from the ground pin on this plug. This caused a large puff of blue
smoke to come from the quadrature board. The error caused the permanent damage
of the NMIS-L-7052 quadrature board and the NMIS-L-3000 32 I/O board.
After this it was noticed that when the loop_array_all_mm Word was run the distances
displayed on the screen did not match the physical reality. The Word kept running in
general but distances were inaccurate. Another issue arose as one of the sonar plugs
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needed to be removed to allow for the download through the serial connection to
proceed. If both plugs were left in then SwiftX would not find the com port and ask the
user to choose one.
At this point it was suspected that the sonar control boards (Figure 49) may have been
damaged in the 12 V accident.

Figure 49 : Sonar control board.
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To troubleshoot the issue the code was reduced back to the basic Words. It was
noticed that the sonar_array_16 seemed to have realistic distances in it, but they were
not mapped to the correct sensors. To trouble shoot this the lines:
BackSonars# inc

And
FrontSonars# inc

were commented out of the code so that the pulsing of the sensors would not
automatically increment. Then by entering the specific sonar sensor numbers into the
variables Backsonars# and FrontSonars# the sensor mapping could be checked against the
previous mapping in
Figure 47. This was done using the Words:
X BackSonars# c!

And
X FrontSonars# c!

(where X = 0,1,2,….7)
The results showed that all the mappings were correct.
From here it was concluded that there must be a wiring error in the PCB and there was
not an issue caused by the 12 V incident mentioned earlier. To check the wiring issue
the prototype PCB was reinstalled into the Pioneer Robot 3-AT.
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a. The download now proceeded with both sonar plugs connected and
b. The loop_array_all_mm Word now presented realistic distances for all sensors.
Thus the PCB v1.1 had wiring issues.
Upon checking the connections it was noticed that ECHO_PA0 and S2_ECHO pins were
inverted on the PCB. Also the pin Sonar1_pin_A2 is connected to nothing on the
prototype board. On the PCB V1.0 it is connected to o_PE2 (see the circuit schematic
PCB_V1_1_schematic_colour.pdf in the appendix Pioneer_A_001_Drawings).
At this point yellow wiring was executed on I/O_Distribution_PCB_V1.1. Consecutive
testing after the yellow wiring proved the above theory correct and the sonar sensors
then produced the correct results. Alterations were made to the design of PCB v1.2 in
Kicad so this error does not occur again.
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15 GRIPPERS
The grippers have two pairs of light sensors on the clasping faces for sensing when
objects are inside the grippers. The gripper surfaces are mounted to micro switches for
sensing when an object has been grabbed with adequate force.

15.1 Gripper software implementation
Gripper operations were created by manipulating ports G and F on the NMIS-L-3000 32
I/O card. There are various ways they can be operated:
1. The closingprocedure Word uses the light sensor to detect when something is
in-between the grippers. When there is no object the grippers open. When
there is an object they close.. The light sensor is wired to port A.
2. With the switch on the back panel set to Manual, the jaw_ud task is resumed
by task_master and all gripper operations are run by the switches on the back
panel.
3. When wireless mode is selected on the back panel the following Words can
be issued from the SwiftX terminal.

\

( -- )

jawsup

Move jaws up for 1500ms

\

( -- )

jawsdown

Move jaws down for 1500ms

\

( -- )

open_jaws
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\

( -- )

close_jaws

\

( -- )

closingprocedure

Closes jaws when the first

\

light sensor is blocked.

\

Else open them.
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16 NMIL-7070 LCD-KEYPAD CONTROLLER CARD
As the name suggests this board allows you to control a keypad and an LCD display. In
this project a 4 x 20 character backlit display module has been used and is mounted to
the angled back panel (Figure 53). The contrast of the screen is manually controlled by
a variable potentiometer. The potentiometer can be seen at the top of Figure 50 as the
light blue rectangle with a screw in the upper right hand corner. The keypad connects
to the single line pin array (marked J5) in the upper right of Figure 50 and the LCD
connects to J26 on the far left hand side.

Figure 50: NMIL-7070 LCD-Keypad controller card

The NMIS-L-7070 is attached to the JEDStack as shown in Figure 3 and configured using
section 21.5.
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16.1 Keypad
The keypad was relatively easy to configure as the connection pins were marked by
letters on both the expansion card and the keypad. The Pioneer Robot 3-AT uses a
standard 4 x 5 array keypad available from any electronics supplier.

Figure 51: Keypad

16.2 Keypad software
The Word
( -- ) convert_to_ascii

takes the last key value pressed and converts it to the associated value shown on the
front of the key. It does this by comparing the real value produced by the key with two
tables which equate it to the ASCII character chart. When a key is pressed a numerical
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value is held in memory location $8208. Afterwards the value is compared against a
bytetable (keypad_binary_values) to give the key a specific value. The value is then
compared against another bytetable (keypad_ascii_values) and the ascii value is assigned
to keypad_value where it can be used when necessary.

16.3 LCD backlit display
The LCD backlit display is a standard display available from various electronics shops.
The NMIL-7070 can work with many different types of displays as LCD display
interfaces are almost always similar. The similarity is that they have a series of pins
which control the display based on 0 V and 5 V signals. More detailed information is
available in Appendix Pioneer_A_009_Data_Sheets.

Figure 52: LCD
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16.4 LCD software
The LCD has two main registers located at $8200 and $8201 and have been referenced
with the labels dsp_cmd and dsp_data. By referring to the LCD data sheet, various
numbers can be sent to these memory locations to achieve different results. dsp_cmd is
for general Words (ie : clear the screen or to move the cursor to various positions on
the screen) . dsp_data is to send the actual characters and their positions to the screen.

Another important command is the wait_not_busy Word as shown below.

: wait_not_busy begin dsp_cmd c@ $80 and 0= until ;

It is used to check whether the LCD is busy before sending the next command.

16.5 Issues with the LCD installation
16.5.1 LCD issue – Pin AO = RS
Pin connections were an issue as the labeling of pin AO on the NMIS-L-7070 was
labeled as pin RS on the LCD pin out. With the help of Gareth Lee and looking at the
schematics of the NMIS-L-7070 it was realised that the pins were equivalent. Once this
pin was plugged in, the LCD started functioning correctly.
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16.5.2 LCD issue – Screen contrast
Some time was taken to realise that the contrast of the LCD screen was not software
controlled but manually controlled via the potentiometer on the expansion board
itself. See the beginning of this section. (i.e. section 16).

16.5.3 LCD issue – Faulty 68HC11 board
This issue is not solely an LCD issue although it was approximately when the LCD was
being implemented that it was noticeable. When the LCD was tested by itself it worked
perfectly. When the LCD code was added to the rest of the software major issues
occurred. The 68HC11 heartbeat task kept freezing. At first it was thought that lack of
memory stopped the extra code for the LCD not working. Upon talking to Graeme Cole
it was confirmed that memory availability cannot be the issue as the memory map
showed that there was an abundance of memory available. The Word for displaying
the memory map was .allocation which showed all the different memory sections and
how much is used and how much is available. An example of .allocation is shown below.
================================================================
Building ENG306 SwiftX 68HC11 ICSE Lab Specific NMIY0020 Kernel

Start

End

Size

Used

Unused

Type

Name

8800

FFFF

30720

6906

23814

CDATA PROG

4000

7FFF

16384

0

16384

CDATA PRAM

2000

21FF

512

66

446

IDATA

IRAM
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2200

3FFF

7680

1002

6678

UDATA URAM

0040

00FF

192

6

186

UDATA IREG

Saved Kernel File: TARGET.S19
================================================================

Another suggestion from Gareth Lee was that a hardware interrupt could be stopping
something from functioning and causing the system to hang. All the cards interrupts
were checked using the relevant electrical wiring diagrams and it was found that none
of them could be the cause as they were all accounted for. The issue was left for a
while at this point as other items were attended to. The LCD code was removed from
the major code block and the decision was made to try to make a solution at a later
date.

Whilst working on sonar operations the 68HC11 started freezing again. This seemed to
occur when the sonar pulsing was happening. It was thought that the sonars could be
drawing too much power causing a brownout at the 68HC11 and hence making it
freeze. Testing with the oscilloscope and isolation of the sonar code proved this an
impossibility.
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It was suggested that most errors happened when there was a slight error in the
assembler code used in interrupts. Or the assembler code conflicted with another
piece of code. It could not be seen how this was possible because the interrupts and all
other code had their own memory areas. After several meetings with Gareth Lee and
Graeme Cole it was decided that the best thing to do was to start rebuilding the code
from scratch starting with the sonar code first. Every change was documented in the
thesis diary. More than 7 pages of documentation later the entire body of code
seemed to be working properly again. The code was also neatened in the process. No
major error was pinpointed. The LCD / keyboard card appeared to be working
appropriately with the sonars and other cards.

Later, when trying to finalize the code by making a Word which would display sonar
distances to the LCD panel, there were more freezing problems. A test algorithm was
created earlier which almost automatically went through all the possible code
permutations. Additional algorithms were added to the test code to test the ‘Distance
to LCD’ algorithms. The Freezing started happening again. It was found that when the
descriptive display strings were removed from the test algorithm it started working
again for a short time. When trying to proceed at a later point the hanging issue began
again. The test algorithms were removed and everything was working correctly again,
albeit tests then had to be conducted individually.
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The wireless RS232 connection seemed to cause an issue intermittently and it was
thought that data was being lost in the transmission. The wireless hardware was totally
removed and all operations changed to a hard wired RS232 cable. Again this rectified
the problem, but later the problem appeared again. This proved that the hanging issue
could not be with the wireless connection. In trying to add the LCD code it was found
that adding a single extra blank word like the following caused the 68HC11 to hang:

: test_word1 #0 ;

Firstly this was just a test Word which did nothing. The #0 part of the Word drops the
decimal number zero to the stack if, and only if, the word is executed. If this word was
commented out everything would function correctly. There was now a consistent error
to deal with. All bases had been covered except for changing the NMIS-L-0021b
microcontroller board. It had always been assumed that it was working properly.
Another NMIS-L-0021b board was obtained with a different CMOS chip and a different
RAM chip inside.

The download worked perfectly and the addition of test_word1 caused no issues.
Further words were added and no issues were found. There was now success after
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more than 50 hours of cumulative issues and trouble shooting. The system ran
smoothly once again.

16.5.4 LCD issue - Broken solder on wireless link
When the wireless RS232 was reconnected it initially did not work. Further
investigation showed that one of the wires on the remote end D-connector had broken
its solder connection. The case used for this connection was of an inadequate style to
preserve the solder connections. Another style of case was procured and cable strain
now does not fall on the solder joints themselves, but on the case and the overall
cable. The issue should not happen again.
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17 BACK PANEL
The back panel is the temporary manual control interface on the Pioneer Robot 3-AT
used for debugging. It is secured by two angled metal brackets and the panel is made
from a piece of foam centered display board. The reason for not making a finished
panel is that it is not exactly known how many or what type of controls are required.
Once the main switches, dials, screens and keypads have been tested, a complete back
panel could be created in the future, after this project. Also, due to the networking of
microcontrollers not being finalized, there have been no attempts to attach the
differential GPS or the video camera or other sensors. This means that the temporary
back panel will remain the same until further functionalities are added.
Attached to the back panel are controls for all movements of the Pioneer Robot 3-AT,
gripper controls and sonar controls. There is a switch to change between manual and
wireless mode. The manual mode allows the user to control the Pioneer Robot 3-AT by
using the back panel switches. Wireless mode negates the use of the back panel and
gives total control back to the computer.
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Figure 53: Back Panel.
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18 NETWORKING METHODS
Even though no physical devices were attached to the stack at the finalisation of this
thesis, some ground work had been done. Amongst this includes some general
research into the physical wiring methods which could be used to create a multiple
microcontroller network. An article by Jens Nickol from Elecktor magazine covers
some points on making a network for microcontrollers using RS485 and would be
worth future students investigating further to create the network [23]. It can be found
in the appendix Pioneer_A_008_Research.

18.1 I2C bus
I2C ( Pronounced: Eye –squared –see) Is a hardware and software specification for
devices to communicate within a close distance. It is designed as a bus to be used on
printed circuit boards. Unfortunately there was no NMIS expansion card available
which had an I2C connection. The easiest implementation available of I2C would be to
get a board that converts RS232 into I2C. The solution found from NewMicros website
is the NMIN-2106-USB-1.
The NMIN-2106-USB-1 is an ARM based board with an underlying structure that can
use the Forth development environment. To use this board a serial signal could be put
through an RS-232 port, modified in the ARM core and then through the I2C bus. A
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separate RS232 board to add to the NMIS-L stack would also have to be purchased to
interface with the ARM board. This would be an expensive implementation. The same
could be done using an Arduino board at a lower cost. This board is a potential
solution, but would not be an elegant one.

18.2 RS232 vs RS485 specification
RS232 is good for direct connections between two devices but does not work well for
multi-drop environments.
The reason RS232 cannot handle a multi-drop bus configuration is that the TX
(transmit) of each node must be either a high voltage (5 V) or a low voltage (0 V).
These two voltages represent 1 and 0 respectively. They cannot be set to high
impedance which is the same as physically disconnecting the wire (Z = high impedance)
or converted to RX to receive data. Thus when a node on a multi-drop line tries to
transmit on TX in 0’s and 1’s all the other TX outputs of all the other nodes must be
either set to Z (ie effectively turned off) or RX (receive) or else they will be trying to set
the bus to 1 or 0 against the node that is supposed to the sending. Figure 54 indicates
why a multi-drop network will not function using RS-232. The red crosses show where
the TX terminals should be set to high impedance (Z) so that node 2 may communicate
with node 1.
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Figure 54: Impossible RS232 multi-drop network schematic.

The RS485 specification allows the TX to be set to Z, making it possible to setup multidrop. The protocol for communications across RS485 would need to be written as it is
a hardware specification only. RS-485 uses a differential signaling method which makes
it more tolerant to noisy environments. This should not be an issue in the Pioneer
Robot 3-AT unless the drive motors somehow cause interference. Figure 55 shows an
RS485 network. The vertical lines indicating the bus carry the two components of the
differential signal. Transmit and receive pairs can be turned off in individual nodes,
thus allowing two nodes to communicate without interference from other nodes.
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Figure 55 : RS485 Network Schematic. [24]
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18.3 Token ring possibility for RS232
With RS232 a token ring type network can be created by taking the TX from the first
node to the RX of the 2nd. The TX from the 2nd node can then be taken to the RX of the
3rd, which can then be looped back to the first node.

Figure 56: RS232 token ring
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18.4 NMIL-5002 65C52 DACIA V1. vs NMIL-5005

Figure 57: NMIS-L-5002.

Figure 58: NMIS-L-5005.

These two boards were possible candidates for the networking until it was realised
that RS232 cannot be configured in a multi-drop network environment. The alternative
NMIS-L-5005 card has a good possibility for RS-485 connections except it did not work
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with the existing expansion card stack. Murdoch University had four NMIS-L-5005
cards in stock but none of them appeared in the 68HC11 memory locations. Upon
ordering another NMIS-L-5005, NewMicros advised that they are no longer able to
produce the card as they are unable to order the main chip on the board. As the only
possible solution the NMIS-L-5000 card was ordered and can now be found in stock.
Due to time limitations the networking of micro controllers had not been attempted
with the NMIS-L-5000 card. It was realized that networking multiple microcontrollers is
more complicated than first expected and the task has been designated as a separate
thesis to be under taken in semester 2, 2012 by Dylan Jones.

Figure 59: NMIS-L-5000
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19 HIGHER LEVEL WORDS
19.1 Simultaneous movements
Separate tasks have been created for all the major Words so that they may operate at
the same time without interfering with each other. A task called the task_master
controls all other tasks by either suspending them or resuming them. The task_master
runs consistently and at present the task_master is tied in with the manual / wireless
switch on the back panel.

Figure 60: Task implementation.
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19.2 Speed and distance control
These words only work when the Pioneer Robot 3-AT is set to wireless mode using the
switch on the back panel. The Word ‘startmovingForward-12 ‘ allowed for the 3-AT to
move forward a certain number of quadrature increments and then stop the motors.
: startmovingForward-12

( distance torque_1_to_100 -- ) forward Rightmove-F sm ;

A new version of the Word then encompassed the ‘dist_conversion‘ Word so that a
distance in mm could be given and the Pioneer Robot 3-AT would move that distance
accordingly.
: d_t_forward

( distance torque_1_to_100 -- )

forward dist_conversion Rightmove-F

sm ;

19.2.1 Manual control
When the switch on the back panel is set to manual control the torque is controlled via
a dial on back panel with direction controlled via the momentary push button
switches.
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19.3 Future work
19.3.1.1 Distance control
During testing the motors cut out at exactly the right distances but the Pioneer Robot
3-AT would keep rolling for some time afterwards due to inertia. To combat this issue a
possible over damped PID control system could be added to the code. This would
make the torque to the wheels lessen as the quadrature counter approached the final
distance set point.

19.3.1.2 Speed control
Another control enhancement needed is that of speed control. Using the feedback
from the quadrature encoders another PID controller could be implemented to vary
the torque depending on the resistance to directional movement. This would be very
useful in instances where the Pioneer Robot 3-AT may encounter an incline or decline
and as such more or less power would be needed to keep a constant speed.

19.3.1.3 Collision detection
Using the sonar sensors, a collision detection algorithm could be written so if the
average distance detected by the sonar sensors in the direction of travel is less than a
certain threshold then the movement would slow to an eventual stop and throw back
an error code.
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In the reverse direction this algorithm could lower the threshold to the point where
the Pioneer Robot 3-AT would not stop until one of the bumper sensors is tripped. Of
course the Words produced would have several variables to fine tune the exact nature
of the collision.
19.3.1.4 Motor ramping
To avoid fast changes in motor speed a ramping algorithm needs to be written with
variables so the gradient of the ramping can be adjusted. To take this a little further
the speed control algorithm in section 19.3.1.2 could be mixed with the PID controller
to create a very smooth ramping system depending on the voracity of the PID
controller.

19.4 Turning angle control
19.4.1 General Words
The following Words had been created to rotate the vehicle in clockwise (cw) and anticlockwise (acw) directions.
: rotate-acw

( torque>30 -- )

move-for-l move-back-r dup speed1 speed2 ;

: rotate-cw

( torque>30 -- )

move-back-l move-for-r dup speed1 speed2 ;

: sm

( -- )

0 motor1 0 motor2 ;
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The sm Word stops all motion. The torque must be input as a value higher than 30 for
the wheels on both sides to rotate evenly. Anything less than a torque of 30 does not
allow one side to rotate at all.
The command is “30 rotate-cw” allows all the wheels have equal force exerted.

19.4.2 Task including speed and angle
The task controlling turning is known as the move_it task and also handles forward and
backward direction. At the time of writing specific angular scaling had not been
calibrated although with user practice angles could be guessed. The code excerpt
below shows the related Words from the code. For example the Word:

#650 #40 angle_cw

turns the Pioneer approximately 90o to the right.

19.4.2.1 Code for angular control

\ ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------\ ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- START - ROTATION ANGLE

: angle_cw

( angle_in_degrees torque_30_to_100 -- )

rotate-cw -1 * dist_conversion
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move_dist_unscaled sm ;

: angle_acw ( angle_in_degrees torque_30_to_100 -- )

rotate-acw dist_conversion Rightmove-F sm ;

\ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ END - ROTATION ANGLE
\ ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

19.4.3 Manual control
When the switch on the back panel is set to manual, the speed of rotation can be
controlled via a dial on back panel. Clockwise and anti-clockwise directions are
controlled via the momentary push button switches.
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20 DISCUSSION
20.1 The intention
The Intention of this thesis project was to take the Pioneer Robot 3-AT to a level where
it is robust enough to use within a teaching environment. This will allow other
microcontrollers to be added to it to it to allow for more enhanced features.
In point form:
1. Create a robust hardware unit.
2. Create a microcontroller networking method.

20.2 The investigation
Upon further investigation it has proven to be more time consuming than initially
thought to get the Pioneer Robot 3-AT to a robust level. The actual concept is not
difficult to implement and each individual task is simple in its own right, but the
complexity comes in making multiple layers of techniques all work together in one
system.
The tasks completed include:
1. Becoming familiar with the hardware of the Pioneer 3-AT.
2. Becoming familiar with the software and how it integrates with the hardware
of the Pioneer Robot 3-AT.
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3. Troubleshooting quadrature reading issues.
4. Creating a new PCB version of the prototype I/O distribution board.
5. Adding extra I/O to the PCB version of the I/O distribution board for future
students to use.
6. Finding a suitable piece of software to create the PCB board. This being Kicad.
7. Finding a suitable supplier to build the I/O distribution board. This being
batchpcb.com.
8. Adding a keyboard and backlit LCD display to the existing microcontroller
stack. Include some with base Words to make it operational.
9. Document all the Words for controlling the various I/O of the Pioneer.
10. Created software to read information from the sonar sensors in a suitable
format.
11. Creation of a wireless RS232 communication link.
12. Organising a back panel to mount the LCD, keyboard and controls to.
13. Creating manual and wireless controls for all the main apparatus of the
Pioneer Robot 3-AT.
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20.3 The solution
The first section of the project has been completed with a moderate level of success.
The PCB version of the I/O distribution board has made the internal wiring much easier
to follow. The extra I/O pins on the PCB have given future students neat and easy
points to access the I/O of the Pioneer Robot 3-AT. The angled back panel has given
future students the ability to read back error codes for trouble shooting and
potentially type in commands directly at the robot rather than back at the SwiftX
command line. The back panel has also given the option to switch between manual
and wireless control. RS-232 wireless communication has allowed ease of uploading,
downloading and testing of software in the lab.

20.4 Future work
Now that a robust unit has been created the microcontroller network can be
experimented with. Using RS-232 in a token ring method is a possible solution. A
multi-drop bus configuration would be preferred as a network node could fail and not
affect the rest of the nodes.
A more refined version of the angled back control panel needs to be manufactured.
Although the other microcontrollers (DGPS, HMI, wireless & video) need be mounted
first before a more elegant control panel can be created due to geometric constraints.
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Software algorithms can be refined: Words such as collision avoidance, distance
detection and motor ramping, LCD error codes and keypad control can be added to a
subset of Words.

20.5 Conclusion
In conclusion most of the objectives have been achieved with a reasonable level of
success. A large effort has been made to make the documentation easy to follow with
enough detail to allow the next user to follow on seamlessly.
Troubleshooting techniques have been refined greatly both in software and hardware
areas. A deeper understanding has been gained of microcontroller technology at the
electronic level. The project has given a very in depth view of the microprocessor
world.
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Figure 61: Pioneer Robot 3-AT front right view.

Figure 62: Pioneer Robot 3-AT back right view.
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21 APPENDIX
21.1 Thesis Diary
The thesis diary logs the daily proceedings of this thesis project. For future issues a
search done by pressing control-F and typing in a keyword may help future issues.

21.2 Gedit
Gedit stands for Gnome Edit. Gedit is an open source text editor which allows you to
colourise Forth code whilst writing it. It makes it far easier for reading and trouble
shooting code.
1. Download Gedit for your OS from http://projects.gnome.org/gedit/index.html .
2. Install it.
3. Edit  Preferences  Fonts and Colors  Cobalt.  Close.
4. Edit  Preferences  Plugins  check all the boxes  view  tick Display line
numbers  tick Display right margin  set to 94  tick Highlight mating
bracket  Close.
5. Open the Forth code to be edited.
6. At the very bottom of the window it will probably say ‘Fortran 95’  change
this to ‘Forth’.
7. Keep your sanity!
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21.3 Basic Word set
For information on how to read the stack diagram ‘ (n1 n2 — n3 ) ‘ see section
\

( -- )

sm

Stop Motors.

\

( torque -- )

Forward

Go forward.

\

( torque-- )

back

Go backward.

\

( -- )

Sonarpulseoff

Sonar pulse off.

\

( -- )

Sonarpulseon

Sonar pulse on

\

( -- )

sm

Stop Motors.

\

(speed_1_to_15 -- )

forward

Move forward at a speed.

\

( speed_1_to_15 -- )

back

Move backwards at a speed.

\

( speed_1_to_15 -- )

rotate-acw

Rotate anti-clockwise.

\

( speed_1_to_15 -- )

rotate-cw

Rotate clockwise.

\

( distance -- )

startmovingForward-1

Move forward a distance.

\

( distance -- )

StartMovingback

Move backward a distance.

\

(distance torque -- )

d_t_forward

Move backward a distance

Motor

\
\

and a speed.
(distance torque -- )

d_t_back

\

Move forward a distance and
a speed.

Sonar
\

( -- )

sonarPulseOn

\

( -- )

sonarPulseOff
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\

( -- )

testdetectR

Rear - Gives a numerical

\

readout depending on the

\

distance - 1 sensor

\

( -- )

testdetectF

Front - Gives a numerical

\

readout depending on the

\

distance - 1 sensor

\

( -- )

loop_array_all

Echo's the (TOF) Time of

\

flight from the sonar sensor

\

16 cell array back to the

\

screen. To get the TOF in

\

seconds multiply by 5E-7.

\

( -- )

loop_array_all_mm

Echo's the distance in mm

\

from the sonar sensor 16

\

cell array back to the screen.

\

( -- )

sonar_tof

Will put TOF values to

\

sonar_array_16 and give a

\

Display back to the screen.

\

( -- )

sonar_mm

Will put mm values to

\

sonar_array_16 and give a

\

Display back to the screen.
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\

( sensor_# -- TOF )

sonar_array_16

Find the mm from any sensor.

\

Sensor order being 0 to 15

\

starting from the front RHS

\

sensor and going anticlockwise.

Gripper
\

( -- )

jawsup

Move jaws up for 1500 ms

\

( -- )

jawsdown

Move jaws down for 1500 ms

\

( -- )

open_jaws

\

( -- )

close_jaws

\

( -- )

closingprocedure

Closes jaws when the first

\

light sensor is blocked.

\

Else open them.

Keypad
\

( -- )

\

convert_to_ascii

Convert the keypad button pressed to a
Character defined in the table.
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21.4 Converting number bases
Decimal

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Hex

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

A

B

C

D

E

F

Table 5: Base conversion - hex to decimal.

Converting %binary, $Hex and #Decimal.
Binary

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

Decimal 32768 16384 8192 4096 2048 1024 512 256 128 64 32 16 8

4

2

1

Table 6: Base conversion - binary to decimal.

To convert Binary to Decimal
a) First look at the binary number in row 1 of Table 6. For each binary 1 take the
decimal number below it in row 2 add them all up.
b) Example from Table 6 above = 128 + 16 + 8 + 1 = 153

Binary

1

1

0

0

1

0

1

0

Decimal
reference

8

4

2

1

8

4

2

1

Hex

C

A

Table 7: Base conversion - hex to binary.

a) To convert Hex back to decimal again. Remember that each Hex digit is 4 bits
wide as shown in Table 7.
b) For each 4 bit cell convert the HEX digit to decimal using Table 5.
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c) Then figure out how to make this number by adding an arrangement of 8,4,2 &
1.
d) Using that combination of numbers and Table 7 calculate the binary equivalent
for that section of the hex number.
The above example in Table 7 is $CA which breaks down to $C = #12 and $A = #10.
#12 is %1100 and
#10 is %1010 making
%11001010 as a whole byte. (Top row of Table 7). Converting this back to decimal we
have :
128 + 64 + 8 + 2 = 202

21.5 Procedure for add-on boards
1. To convert between number bases you will need to use
appendix 21.4.
2. Set the jumpers on the add-on board to something different
to the other boards in the NMIS-L JEDStack.
3. Convert the jumper setting to a binary number eg :
%1000001000000000
4. Convert the binary address to a Hexadecimal address eg
%1000001000000000 = $8200.
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5. Check to see the address is free in memory by using the
‘dump’ Word.
For example :
$8200 $40 dump

With no LCD card this Word returns the output below, which implies that all memory
locations between $8200 and $82FF are set to $FF. Because the data is all the same we
can assume that there is no usable data there:

8200 FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF

................

8210 FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF

................

8220 FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF

................

8230 FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF

................

ok

1. Insert the card on the JEDStack. (In this case a NMIL-7070 LCD keypad card is
being used.)
2. Type ‘$8200 $40 dump’ again and it should return something like :
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8200 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 40 40 0A 0B 0C 0D 0E 0F

........@@......

8210 FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF

................

8220 FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF

................

8230 FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF

................

ok

Which implies that the card can be seen due to the bytes changing at memory
locations $8200 to $82FF. Looking at the above output the positions can be read
as follows: $8200 is 00, $8201 is 01, $8202 is 02 ,,,,,, $8209 is 40 ,,,,,,, $820F is
0F.
3. From here consult the manual for the specific card. The manual will identify
the functions of each memory location.

21.6 Plugs and connectors

Figure 63: RS232 pin-out [25]

21.7 External Appendices
Located on file with the Murdoch Engineering department. See the List of Appendices
at the beginning of this document.
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